DIMENSIONS FOR OVERALL HEIGHT AND LENGTH ARE APPROXIMATE
OVERALL HEIGHT = 112"
OVERALL WIDTH WITH RUB RAILS & FENDERETTES = 98"

HOSELINe TMC2007 AUX AC CONDENSER WITH (3) WHELEN
700 LED LIGHTS WITH CLEAR LENSES ON THE FACE: R/W/R

(5) TECNIQ S330 AMBER MINI-LED MARKER LIGHTS

(4) WHELEN 900 RED SUPER LED LIGHTS
WITH CLEAR LENSES

FLASHING HEADLIGHTS W/DAYTIME RUNNING LIGHTS

HIDDEN UNLOCK SWITCH IN GRILLE AREA

(2) WHELEN 700 RED SUPER LED GRILLE LIGHTS
WITH CLEAR LENSES

(2) CAST PRODUCTS 100-WATT SIREN SPEAKERS
RECESSED INTO BUMPER

THIS DRAWING IS FOR REPRESENTATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY. DETAILS ARE CONCEPTUAL AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE DURING DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION.
DIMENSIONS ARE APPROXIMATE UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE TO MEET A SPECIFIC CUSTOMER NEED.
DIMENSIONS FOR OVERALL HEIGHT AND LENGTH ARE APPROXIMATE
OVERALL HEIGHT = 112”
OVERALL WIDTH WITH RUB RAILS & FENDERETTES = 98”
LOAD HEIGHT = 33”

(1) WHELEN 900 AMBER SUPER LED WITH CLEAR LENS

(2) WHELEN 900 24-DIODE LED LOAD LIGHTS

(5) TECNIQ S330 RED MINI-LED MARKER LIGHTS

(2) WHELEN 900 RED SUPER LED WITH CLEAR LENSES

REAR VIEW CAMERA

(3) CLUSTERS OF (4) TECNIQ D21 LIGHTS. LIGHTS TO ALTERNATE R/A/R

LOCATION FOR DOOR GRABBERS

LED LICENSE PLATE LIGHT

MUD FLAPS

LIQUID SPRING REAR SUSPENSION

INDEPENDENT BUMPER WITH NON-SKID FLIP-UP CENTER STEP AND COT PROTECTOR ON STEP EDGE, TOW HOOKS LOCATED BELOW STEP/BUMPER.
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DIMENSIONS FOR OVERALL HEIGHT AND LENGTH ARE APPROXIMATE
OVERALL HEIGHT = 112"
OVERALL LENGTH = 292.5"
MODULE LENGTH = 170"
WHEELBASE SHOWN = 174"
CAB-TO-AXLE SHOWN = 108"

(5) CLUSTERS OF (2) TECNIQ D21 LIGHTS ALTERNATING R/W/R/W/R

KUSSMAUL 20 AMP SUPER AUTO-EJECT SHORELINE INLET

WHELEN 700 RED SUPER LED WITH CLEAR LENS

ALUMINUM WHEELS

COMPARTMENT
O.S.S. #1
CLEAR OPENING: 73.00h x 18.25w
INSIDE DIM'S.: 76.50h x 24.50w x 21.75d
BACKBOARD/SCOOP STORAGE

O.S.S. #2
CLEAR OPENING: 41.25h x 34.75w
INSIDE DIM'S.: 44.50h x 40.25w x 21.75d
(1) ADJUSTABLE SHELF

WHELEN 700 RED SUPER LED WITH CLEAR LENS

O.S.S. #3
CLEAR OPENING: 63.50h x 28.75w
INSIDE DIM'S.: 65.25h x 32.50w x 21.75d
INSIDE/OUTSIDE ACCESS
(1) ADJUSTABLE SHELF

TECNIQ D21 LIGHTS IN "C" CHANNEL RUB RAILS: R/W/R/W/R/W

TECNIQ S330 RED MINI-LED MARKER LIGHT TO ALSO FLASH WITH TURN SIGNAL

(2) WHELEN 900 RED SUPER LED WARNING LIGHTS WITH CLEAR LENSES

(2) WHELEN 900 24-DIODE LED SCENE LIGHTS

EXHAUST VENT

INVERTER PRE-WIRE

SUCTION PUMP

SUCTION

DEF FILL

WHELEN 700 RED SUPER LED WITH CLEAR LENS

COMPARTMENTS TO HAVE TECNIQ LED STRIPLIGHTS
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TECNIQ S330 RED MINI-LED MARKER
LIGHT TO ALSO FLASH WITH TURN SIGNAL

(2) WHELEN 900 RED SUPER LED
WARNING LIGHTS WITH CLEAR LENSES

(2) WHELEN 900 24-DIODE LED SCENE LIGHTS

TECNIQ D21 LIGHTS
IN "C" CHANNEL RUB RAILS: R/W/R/W/R/R

(5) CLUSTERS OF (2) TECNIQ D21 LIGHTS ALTERNATING R/W/R/W/R

WHELEN 700 RED SUPER LED WITH CLEAR LENS

COMPARTMENT
O.S.S. #4
CLEAR OPENING: 73.00h x 25.25w
INSIDE DIM’S.: 76.50h x 29.50w x 21.75d
"EZ O2 LIFT" OXYGEN SYSTEM
14" DEEP FULL HEIGHT DIVIDER 8.75"
FROM THE REAR CLOSEOUT/WALL

O.S.S. #5
CLEAR OPENING: 48.75h x 21.50w
INSIDE DIM’S: SEE PARTITION INTERIOR VIEW
INSIDE/OUTSIDE STORAGE WITH (3) ADJUSTABLE SHELVES

—COMPARTMENTS TO HAVE TECNIQ LED STRIPLIGHTS

DIMENSIONS FOR OVERALL HEIGHT AND LENGTH ARE APPROXIMATE
OVERALL HEIGHT = 112"
OVERALL LENGTH = 292.5"
MODULE LENGTH = 170"
WHEELBASE SHOWN = 174"
CAB-TO-AXLE SHOWN = 108"

WHELEN 700 RED SUPER LED WITH CLEAR LENS

COMPARTMENT
O.S.S. #4
CLEAR OPENING: 73.00h x 25.25w
INSIDE DIM’S.: 76.50h x 29.50w x 21.75d
"EZ O2 LIFT" OXYGEN SYSTEM
14" DEEP FULL HEIGHT DIVIDER 8.75"
FROM THE REAR CLOSEOUT/WALL

O.S.S. #5
CLEAR OPENING: 48.75h x 21.50w
INSIDE DIM’S: SEE PARTITION INTERIOR VIEW
INSIDE/OUTSIDE STORAGE WITH (3) ADJUSTABLE SHELVES

—COMPARTMENTS TO HAVE TECNIQ LED STRIPLIGHTS
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DIMENSIONS ARE APPROXIMATE UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE TO MEET A SPECIFIC CUSTOMER NEED.
WELDON VISTA CONTROL SCREEN MOUNTED ON ANGLED FLIP-DOWN PANEL WITH CHROME LEVER LATCHES.
TECNIQ SILHO LED ACP LIGHT MOUNTED BELOW CABINET #2.

FLAT PORTION OF ACP FOR RADIO MOUNTING, ETC.

SOLID ACRYLIC COUNTERTOPS

12 VDC OUTLET MOUNTED ON BOTTOM OF ACP
SUCTION CONTROL/125 VAC OUTLET
EVS SEAT WITH INTEGRAL CHILD SAFETY SEAT AND ADULT V4 HARNESS, MOUNTED ON SWIVEL BASE

TECNIQ STRIPLIGHT CABINET LIGHTS
CABINETS TO BE ALUMINUM
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COMPARTMENT

1. DOOR OPENING: 48.00h x 13.50w
   INSIDE DIMS: 50.00h x 17.75w x 6.50d
   RECESSED .375" ACRYLIC DOOR
   (1) LOCKING STAINLESS STEEL FLUSH PULL LATCH
   (4) ADJUSTABLE SHELVES

2. INSIDE DIM'S: 14.25h x 72.00w x 21.00d

TECNIQ STRIPLIGHT CABINET LIGHTS
CABINETS TO BE ALUMINUM
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AIR INTAKE WITH SERVICE ACCESS

HOSELINE FT-454 HEAT/AC SYSTEM

OUTPUT VENTS

ANGLED ACP

COUNTERTOP

CHROME LOCKING LEVER LATCHES

VENTED RADIO CABINET WITH CHROME LOCKING LEVER LATCH. INSIDE DIM'S: 9.00h x 11.75w x 19.50d

PARTITION DOOR

12VDC POWER POINT OUTLET, 125 VAC OUTLET

SYSTEM ACTIVE/CHECK-OUT SWITCH, SIDE SCENE DISABLE, POWER DOOR LOCK SWITCH

INSIDE/OUTSIDE ACCESS

ASSIST HANDLE

INSIDE/OUTSIDE ACCESS

TECNIQ STRIPLIGHT CABINET LIGHTS

CABINETS TO BE ALUMINUM

COMPARTMENT

#1 DOOR OPENING: 18.00h x 13.75w
INSIDE DIMS: 18.00h x 13.75w x 23.00d
LIFT UP ACRYLIC DOOR WITH HOLD-OPEN
(1) ADJUSTABLE SHELF
LOCKING STAINLESS STEEL FLUSH PULL LATCH

#2 & #3 DOOR OPENINGS: 21.00h x 24.75w
INSIDE DIMS: 24.75h x 31.25w x 28.00d
RECESSED .375" ACRYLIC DOORS WITH FULL LENGTH HANDLES
LOCKING STAINLESS STEEL FLUSH PULL LATCHES
(1) ADJUSTABLE SHELF PER COMPARTMENT
(1) ADJUSTABLE SHELF BETWEEN COMPARTMENTS FOR A TOTAL OF (3) SHELVES
REMOVABLE FACEPLATE BETWEEN #2 & #3 COMPARTMENTS

FOR POSSIBLE FUTURE CHANGE TO FULL-HEIGHT DOORS
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OXYGEN BYPASS

OXYGEN ACCESS

ATTENDANT NET

ALUMINUM PANEL WITH LATCH ACCESS

ALUMINUM PANEL WITH LATCH ACCESS

RED/WHITE REFLECTIVE STRIP ON INSIDE OF EACH DOOR

YELLOW ANTI-MICROBIAL STAINLESS STEEL VBARS
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(2) RECESSED CEILING IV HANGER LOCATIONS

(2) ANTENNA BASES LOCATED OUTBOARD OF DOME LIGHTS WITH COAX SERVICE LOOP

UNIVERSAL TAPPING PLATE FOR FUTURE COT HARDWARE INSTALL

MODULE WIDTH = 96"
MODULE LENGTH = 170"
MODULE HEAD ROOM = 73.5"

TECNIQ E41 STRIPLIGHTS FROM FRONT TO REAR ON THE UNIT. THE LAST 12" IS TO BE SPLIT INTO RED & AMBER. AMBER WILL LIGHT UP FOR DOOR AJAR AND RED WILL LIGHT UP FOR BRAKES
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